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ABSTRACT. An atmosphere in isothermal eguilihrium has no natural limit , an atmos­
phere iji adiabatic equilihriinn has, however, one. Beyond this “ inner” adiabatic atmosphere 
lies the outer atmosphere formed by molecules ” evaporated ”  from the outer surface of the 
“ inner ” atmosphere. Tlic fringe rej;ion lies at the farther limits of this outer atmospherei 
where the molecules moving without any collision descrilje orbits ol enormous dimensions.
Taking ahnnic oxy gen and molecular nitrogen as the upper atmosphere constituents the 
height of the critical level or level 0/ negligible collision is calculated ])v tljo autJiors and is found 
to be 770 km. Above 030 km. there is practically no collision behN eeii the atoms.
Ionization of the atoms in the fringe region b>' solar ultra-violet radiation will diminish 
the rate of escape owing to their eiitaiiglcment with the earth’s magnetic field. Critical velo­
cities of escape f)f ox> gen ions from different latitudes of the earth arc calculated.
'I'he increase with height of the viscous drag of the earth measured by kineinatical 
viscosity v/p is taken into account and it is shown that the atmosphere rotates w ith the earth so 
long as there is appreciable collision betwx^ en atoms.
Molecular densities at different levels of the fringe rc‘gion are estimated. The merging 
of the fringe region into interstellar space takes place between 2000 and 2500 km. above the 
earth’s surface.
Kxistence of super-elastic collisions betw^ cen an excited (metastable) atom and a 
neutral particle extends the fringe region. Of the varicjins metastable states of the I'onstitueiit 
particles only those of oxygen atoms are capable of producing any effei t by super-elastic 
collisions. It is found that roughly about 10^  ahuns in the kS state and 10® atoms in the 
Id state suffer collisions per second with other atoms. The atoms in the kS state can shoot a 
neutral oxygen atom to a height of about i4,oo(j km. above earth’s centre wTiile an atom in 
the W state can shoot it to a height of about 9,500 km. The density distribution in the 
fringe region and the merging with the interstellar space (which takes place at about 2500 km. 
above the earth* surface) are found to be only slightly modified by the presence of these 
high speed particles.
By considering the motion of ions in the earth’s magnetic and giavitational fields, taking 
into account the variations of g and H wdth altitude and also considering the rotation of the earth 
magnet it is found that an ion starting at the equator at 12 o’clock noon at 40,000 km. height
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And dc‘»s('t ndinj  ^ alon^ tlic magne ti(' Jitie of force with a velocity of i km /see will enter the 
earth's atmospliere at local hrair. Hearing of the above results on the Ultra-violet light 
theory of Aunjrac and magnetic storms as suggested by JJulburt dh(‘ essential feature of 
^^ 1lich is the divstillatifni of speedy ionized particles from lower to higher latitudes by the earth’s 
magnetic field) is discussed.
If it is assumed that the high speed atoms are ionized ol a height of about 40,000 km. 
the time of descent as calculated al>ove by the authors agrees with that calculated by Hulburt. 
Analysis shows, however, that by no known imans particles from lower levels c'an reach 
40,000 km level to which they must ri.se* in order to reach the auroral latitude- Again according 
t(j Ilullmrt the particles driven upwards by super-clastic eollisiuns will he* ionized in three 
hours Recent calculations on abjiiiic absorption ('oidlicicnt of f»xygeii .sho\\s, however, that 
the time recjuired should he several orders higher than that as.sumcd by JJulburt.
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a—Earth's radius.
A  (n, 1)—A  constant, depending on the orbit in which the electron is captured.
c - .V  h e
c—^Velocity of light (Part II , §2). 
c, c'—Velocities of two colliding gas molecules (Part I, §3).
E —Energy reepured to ionize an atom (Part II, §5); Intensity of the 
electric field generated by the rotation of the magnetic lines of force 
of the earth (Part II, §4).
Er, E«—Components of the electric field E, 
c—Charge on an ion.
g—Acceleration due to gravity at a distance r from the centre of the 
earth.
gp—Acceleration due tt) gravity at the surface of the earth.
H—Intensity of the earth’s magnatic field at a distance from the centre of 
the earth.
I E ,  IIfl—Components of II.
H „—Intensity of the earth’s magnetic field at the surface of tlie earth. 
h—Planck’s constant.
I (*')(«—lutemsity of .solar radiation of fret]uency v outside the earth's atmos­
phere-
k—Boltzmann’s constant.
M—Magnetic moment of the earth.
m—Molecular or atomic weight fPart I, Si), weight of an ion (Part II). 
m i, nig—Molecular or atomic weights.
N—Total number of atoms in a column of 1 sq. cm. cross-section above 
the critical level.
n—Molecular density. 
n , — Molecular density at the datum level.
p— Pressure at any particular level. 
po—Pressure at the datum level.
q— Number of ions formed per sec. in a column of i sq. cm. cross-section 
above the critical level.
—Number of positive ious in the column. 
q_—Number of electrons in the column.
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{]—ISTuiiiber of ions recombining per second in a column of i sq, cm, 
cross-section above the critical level. 
q{n, 1)—A constant, depending on the orbit of capture.
K—Radius of curvature of the helical path of an ion. 
r—Radius vector (distance from the centre of the earth).
To—Distance of the datum level from the centre of the earth.
T—^Temperature of the gases of the atmosphere (in absolute degrees).
T ,—'J'emjjeraliire of the sun (in absolute degrees). 
t—Time (in seconds).
Ufj—Cb'avitational magnetic drift velocity of an ion.
V—Relative velocity of two colliding gas molecules (Part I, §3), 
Relative velocity of an ion { — v -Uf,) (Part I, §2).
Hncrgy in volts (Part I, §6).
V—Velocity of an atom or molecule (Part I, ?3>.
Velocity of an ion (Part II, §§2, 3, 4). 
v '—Pylectroinagnetic drift velocity.
Z—Effective atomic number of an ion.
2—Height above the datum level, 
a—Recombination coefficient of ions and electrons.
47Tj3—Solid angle subtended by the sun at the earth.
7—^Ratio of si>ecific heat at constant ])ressure to the sj)ecific heat at 
constant volunie (Part I, ^2): a constant (Part I, S4). *
7x—A constant.
7]—Coefficient of viscosity of a gas.
0—Angular co-ordinate (Part I, §3); Angle made by r with the axis of 
the earth (Part II, §4).
Oo—Co-latitude of the place where a particular magnetic line of force 
terminates on the earth's surface.
Ao—Wavelength of radiation corresponding to frequency vq.
V—Frequency of radiation.
vq—Threshold frctiuency for dissociation or ionization of an atom.
/M > P'2» —Densities of gases at a particular level of the atmosphere.
(pi)n. (P2)o—Densities of gases at the datum level.
O'—^Molecular diameter.
r(v)—^Absorption per atom of radiation of frequency v.
To—lyiiniting value of t(v) at v — vj,.
0—Angular co-ordinate (Part I, §3). Total angular shift of an ion path 
due to electromJlgiietic drift. (Part II, §4).
—Angular measure (in degrees from the poles) of the region of escape 
of ions from the earth's atmosphere.
i/'(v)—Ionization probability.
oj—Angular velocity in the helical motion of an ion- 
11—^Angular velocity of rotation of the earth.
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§1 i n t r o d u c t i o n
It is now conventional to divide the almosphere into three regions—the 
Lower, the Middle and the Upper Atmosphere. The lower atmosphere, which is 
the same as the Troposphere, extends from the ground level to a height of lo to 15 
km.; the middle atmosphere, from 15 to 100 km., includes the Strato.sphere lying 
immediately above the Tropo.S])here and also the  ^)zonosphere between 25 and 45 
km. The atmosphere from 100 km. above is called the Upper Atmosphere and is 
more or less ionized, besides these three regions, one should also consider the 
“  fringe ”  region of the upper atmosphere which is su])posed to exist beyond 
the so-called limit of the upper atmo.sphere. Attention to this " f r in g e ”  region 
of the atmosphere was first drawn by John.stone Stoney. ' The fringe has 
recently awakened new interest owing to its being a fiossible source of .s]ieedy 
charged iiarticles which may be the cause of magnetic storms, aurorae, etc.'*' The 
[lurpose of the present paper is to make a critical study of the origin and 
properties of the fringe region (Part I) and to e.xamine how far the charged 
particles originating in it Iiy the action of the ultra-violet rays of the sun may be 
a contributory cause of the above-named geophysical phenomena (Part II).
P A R T  I. F  R 1 N (r F  O F  T  II  K A '1' M () S P H K R  K A N  1)
I T S  K X T K N S I O N
, §2.  A T M O v S r H R R R  I N  I S O T H E R M A L  A N D  I N  A I) 1 A 1$ A T I C 
E Q U I L I B R I U M ;  N A T U R A L  L I M I T  O '1' IT K A T  M O S P II Ti R It
Let US considei' the idealised case of a gaseous atmosphere above a non- 
rotating earth undisturbed by solar rays. Such an atmosphere, if left to itself, 
would, after a sufficient time, attain a slate of isothermal equilibrium. Under 
equilibrium condition, the constituent gases at different heights would be 
distributed according to the law
_  11 /"p
n\ =  (pi)oc
_ Vl2g
P2 “  (^2)0 ®
etc. etc.
where
... (i)
Pi, etc. are the densities of the different gases at a height z above the 
earth’s surface;
(n)o the densities of the different gases at the surface of the earl::;
in,, etc. are the molecular weights of the constituent gases ;
T is the constant absolute temperature of the atmosphere.
It is easily seen from eqn. (r) that the density of the atmosphere diminish, s
exponentially so that p attains zero value only at infinity. Such an atmosi)he!v. 
as long as it obeys gas kinetic laws, will not have any natural limit.
.Secondly, we may consider the idealised case of the opposite extreme la 
which the whole mass of the atmosphere is subject to turbulence 'caused hy 
heating, etc.) and i)0.sscsses convective motions throughout its entire heiglr,. 
Under such circnm.stance.s the atnio.sphere may be said to be in adiabatit 
equilibrium as oppo.scd to isothermal equililirium. The adiabatic eguilibriiim ej 
brought about by the movement of ma.sses of air from lower to higher level and .,
7'tW vciMt, without any loss or gain of heat.
Prom the general equation of equilibrium of the atmo.sphcre
dp
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, V _ 1 0 _
w c ^ct
hy applying the Lulmhatic law p =  
Jntc.i-rah'iiK we ^el
y - T
•«. (2)
where Po is the density of the j^ as at the surface of the earth ;
y is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to the specific 
heat at constant volume.
Thus equation (2) expresses the law according to which density and temperature 
fall off with height. In contrast with equation (1) wc find that p becomes zero 
at a finite value of c given by
g(y - 1 )
(i)
We thus sec that in the case of an atmosphere in adiabatic equilibrium we can 
conceive of a natural limit. If, for instance, v^c assume that the entire terrestrial 
atmosphere is in adiabatic equilibrium, its natural limit can easily be calculated
ajid is found to lie at a height of about 29 km.,® above the surface of the earth 
-001205 gm/cm’ , y = i '4 , P„=76o mm.).
Further considerations show that the surface at the outer limit of' the 
atmosphere—though a natural upper boundary of the atmosphere in the lower- 
region in adiabatic equilibrium—will not be a sm face separating a region of 
perfect vacuum above and a region containing gas molecules below. Molecules 
from the adiabatic atmosphere below will be constantly evaporating, as it were, 
due to thermal agitation, across the surface of separation to the vacuous space 
above in much the same way as liquid molecules escape from the body of a 
ii(juid to the space above its surface. Thus the regiorr above the natural limit 
will contain molecules and this region may be called the ** outer atmosf)herc.”  
If we assume that there is appreciable, though small, collisions between the 
molecules, then these will be distributed according to equation (4) provided 
the tcmperatirre is takerr to be constant.
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_  m^g (4)
r2 =  ip2)oc
etc. etc.
The outlying region of this outer atmosphere," in which collisions are few 
and far between, may be called the spray or fringe of the atmosphere. The 
level at which the transition from the outer atmosphere to the spray region 
occurs will, of course, dei)end on tlie temperature, pressure and other factors of 
the '' outer atmosphere."
In this fringe regioji of the atmosi)here^ molecules will move freely with the 
velocity acquired at the last collision in the lower region and subject only to 
the pull of gravity will describe parabolic, elliptic or hyperbolic paths according 
to the magnitude and direction of their velocities. Molecules with hyperbolic 
orbits will, of course, escape from the earth and the velocity necessary for such 
escape will be given by
1
^^ l^ cre 1^  =  velocity of the molecule ;
jC “  acceleration due to gravity at the level from which the 
molecule escapes ; 
a =  the earth’s radius ;
r =  distance of the level of escape from the centre, of the earth.
If the idealised conditions described above were applicable to the earth, 
then we \vould have the following picture of tl^ e atmosphere: The constituent
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gases are thoroughly iliixed and the atmosphere is in adiabatic equilibrium up to 
a height of about 29 km. which is the natural limit of the attnosphere with 
lapse rate of about 10'' per km. This region in which the temperature falls 
linearly with height is the ‘ 'inner atmosphere/' Beyond this is the “ outer 
atmosphere’ ' formed of molecules evaporated from the inner atmosphere. The 
outer atmosphere is in isothermal equilibrium and its outlying regions form the 
spray of the atmosphere where there is practically no collision and the molecules 
describe parabolic, elliptic or hyperbolic paths round the earth. As mentioned 
in the Introduction, it is this last named region of the atmosphere which will 
form the subject matter of our study in the following sections
§3, C R 1 ']' 1 c: A L  L  K V  K ly
The picture of the ideal adiabatic atmosphere given above is unfortunately 
widely different from the actual condition of the atmosphere. The lapse rate 
for instance is only about 5'’C/kiii. instead of about io°C/kni. Again if the loss 
and gain of heat by radiation and absorption by each element of the at?nosphere 
for a permanent atmospheric arrangement be considered, it can be shown that on 
the assumption of a uniform constitution of the atmosphere, the adiabatic state 
could not extend to a licight greater than given by where po is the
surface pressure. If the atmosphere be not uniform the height of the adiabatic layer 
increases and for the actual constitution of the atmosphere (containing Varying 
amount of water vapour at different heights), it has been shown by Gold  ^ that 
the height of the adiabatic layer should lie between =  ^  and p =  jpo 
between z — km, and 2; =  io i  km.). Above this adiabatic layer we have the outer 
atmosphere and here also recent observations show that the condition is far 
from isothermal, due princii^ally to the photo-chemical and photo-ionizing 
action of the solar rays. The outer atmosphere, the base of which is approxi­
mately isothermal and is to be identified with the stratosi)here, thus extends 
to great heights, and it is near the outside (boundary) of this region that we 
shall look for the ‘ fr in ge ’ ' region of the outer atmosphere. The collisional 
frequency in this region is negligible and the molecules have either a chance 
to escape or to describe closed paths round the earth or to fall back to the earth 
after describing parabolic orbits and reaching enormous heights from the earth's 
surface.
The first attempt to calculate the height at which collisions begin to have 
negligible effect was made by^Milne * and was later followed up by J. K. Jones.® 
It has been shown by the latter that the failure of previous workers to estimate 
the height of the ceiling of the atmosphere "  or the level above which there 
is very little chance of a collision is due to their assumption of uniform molecular 
density along the free path of a molecule. At high altitudes of the atmosphere 
the free path of a molecule is appreciably large and the molecular density also
cliicreases rapidly upwards. Along the free path of a molecule, therefore, the 
molecular density is liable to change appreciably. Thus account should be 
taken of the fact that the probability of collision of a molecule is a function not 
only of its velocity but also of its origin and direction of motion, since the 
molecular density will vary in diCerent manners in dilTerent directions.
Milne and Jones start with the well-known exi)rcssion of Tait for the 
probability of collision of a molecule of given velocity c— •
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M/ O 9/ 0%/ O
dc. sin^ dO. dtp.
\vhere ?t =  molecular density ;
=  molecular diameter ; 
m =  molecular weight ;
Cy c' —velocities of the colliding molecules ;
V =  relative velocity between the colliding molecules and is given 
by — 2CC cos 0 ;
Oy 0 =  angular co-ordinates of the direction of motion.
The expression can be put in the form : —
m_
sfeT
^  aA:T
uhery i/* is a function of the form yp(x) =  xc + (2a ® +  i) (5)
In order to evaluate the above e(iuatioii, we require a knowledge of the 
various constants 77, <^y etc. 77 in [jarticular varies with height and the usual 
expression for its variation is given in eqn. (1). When we are considering the 
conditions at great heights we have got to take into account the change in the 
I)Lill of gravity as well as the attraction of the mass of aii which vaiies with 
height, as one goes outwards. Taking these factors into consideration Milne 
shows that a more correct expression for n at great heights in the outer atmos­
phere, assuming a constant temperature, is given by
n =  Wo
— ? 
r . ..  (6)
where n . =  molecular density at a level at a distance r» fioin the earth ,
n =  molecular density at the level at a distance r where collision is being
considered ;
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” feT ' =
The estimate of the height of the critical level ”  is now made by the help 
of eejuations (5) and (6) and introducing the idea of the “  coiic of escape.*' Let 
us sui>pobe that an observer ascends gradually upwards from a level where mole­
cular density is small but ai)[)reciable. If the molecules were opacpie, then the 
hemispherical sky above the observer would appear to him absolutely opaque, a 
line drawn from tlic observer towards any direction would pass through many 
molecules, one I^ehind the other. If the observer continues his ascent, he will 
reach a level where the molecules overhead will gradually thin away and will 
ultimately just fill the sky, i,c.y a line drawn upwards will pass through only one 
molecule whereas a line drawn in any other direction will still pass through 
more than one molecule. Mounting still higher, he will find his sky overhead 
gradually clearing up and he will “  see * ’ a cone with its axis vertical within 
which his sky will be clear. It is obvious that this cone will open out with 
height and the observer will finally have his whole sky clear. This cone, the 
axis of which is vertical and the angle of which increases with height, is the 
cone of escape of the molecules. A molecule moving within the solid angle 
of this cone will have some chance of CvScaping without a collision. Oj the semi- 
vertical angle of the cone of escape, is shown by Jones to be related to r and c 
by the equation
cos 0 \u
2//1
(7 )
The lowest estimate of tlie Icvul above wliich a molecule may escape 'without 
a «;ollisiou is easily obtaiued from cqii. (7) by putting 6 = 0  and t =
Thus
- 1  = (8)
frn„<r‘ r„
Jones and Milne used eqn. (8) to calculate the levels of escape of hydrogen 
and helium, which at the time they wrote the papers were believed to be the con­
stituents of the upper atmospliere. Assuming the temperature of the outer 
atmosphere to be 2 iy °K  they obtaiued the values of the levels of escape of the 
above two gases to be 1521 km. and 630 km. respectively (heights measured from 
above the stratosphere, 20 krn. from the surface of the earth). We now know that 
the assumptions of Milne and Jones regarding the constituents as well as the 
temperature of the upper atmosphere are wrong. According to modern concep-
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lions, tlic atmosphere above lOo km. consists of molecular nitrogen and atomic 
oxygen and is at a high temperature,^ Further, explorations by radio waves as 
well as observations on the meteorological phenomena afford us means of estimat­
ing the molecular density at lOo km level. Wc can, therefore, calculate the 
minimum heights of the levels of escape of the above two gases by taking loo km. 
level as the datum level and also assuming the most probable temperature. 
Taking  ^ (?Zo)o =6*963 x lo^^/c.c., 2*543  ^ =  2*63 x 10 “ *^
cm., =  X 10”  ^ cm., T=iooo*'K , we lind the level of escape of Ng and 
of 0  to be 410 km. and 671 km. respectively (heights measured from above 100 
km. level). These values, as mentioned before, give a lower estimate of the 
height of the level of escape. To estimate the upper limit of this level, from above 
which molecules may emerge to form the spiay, we make 0 approach 90°. 
Putting  ^=  85'’ the levels for N2 and O are found to be 485 km. and 831 km. 
(above the 100 km. level). It is to be noted that all the molecules above this 
level which avoid collisions will not escape from the atmosphere. Only those
molecules which move with velocities greater than ^ w i l l  get rid of the
r
earth's attraction. This critical velocity for escape of a molecule from the top 
of the earth's atmosphere is calculated to be about 11 km./sec. (r =  7378 km., 
a =  6378 km., ^ = 732 cm./sec.^ at xooo km. level). The distribution of the 
constituent gases and molecular density at different altitudes of the atmosphere 
are shown in Figure 1.
§4- E F F E C T  O F  I O N I Z A T I O N  ON T H E  R A T E  O F  E S C A P E  
O F  M O E E C U I y E S  F R O M  T H E  E A R T H ’ S A T M O S P H E R E
In the previous'section we have seen that a neutral particle requires a velo­
city of about II km./sec. to overcome the pull of gravity and esca])c from the 
earth’s atmosphere. We have not considered, how'cver, the possibility of the 
atoms and molecules in the fringe region being ionized by the ultra violet 
radiation of the sun. The motion and distribution of the particles, if ionized, 
will be profoundly influenced by the earth's magnetic field. The critical 
velocity for escape of these ionized particles and its variation with latitude 
may be estimated after the elaborate calculations of Stonner on the trajectories 
of charged particles coming from infinity towards a magnetic dipole. His 
calculations show that there is a space Qy characterized by a certain value of y, 
an integration constant, within which the charged particles cannot enter. For 
y <  —I, no charged corpuscle can reach the magnetic dipole. For y lying 
tetween — I and o, charged particles from infinity may reach the magnetic 
dipole. There is, however, a toroidal space round the dipole where they cannot 
enter. The meridional curve of this space is given by—
sin X (9)
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where Vi ®= ;
X =  the angle which the radius vector j makes with the magnetic axis z ;
. /  M
» =  the radius vector measured in units of length C =  V  , 
the magnetic moment of the dipole ;
HR ’ ^  being
111
and H R -  —i', where t' is the velocity of the charged particle.
c
The maximum angular distance xi of the zone within which the charged 
jiarticles may enter the earth s atmosphere (the earth is regarded as a small 
sphere of radius a placed round the magnetic dipole) is obtained by finding the 
intersection of the toroidal surface with a sphere of radius a. This is shown in 
Figure 2. It can be shown from eqn. (9) that xj is given by
a is measured /~ M
sin Xi =  v/ayifl , | in unit of lengtli C =  v 
i
 ^ or since the maximum 
value of Vi is I,
vSiuXi= c  » a measured in cnis. (lo)
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I'hc case of charged ])articles escai)iiig from the earth’s atmosphere being 
exactly complementary to that of Stdrmer’s, we can Calculate the value of Xi 
giving the zone from which a charged particle having a given velocity v can 
escape from the earth’s atmosphere to infinity. Table I  is prepared following 
the above method, and shows that the velocity required by an ion of atomic oxy­
gen to di.sentaugle itself from the earth's magnetic field is much greater than that 
reipiiied for a neutral atom. Whereas the required velocity for a neutral particle 
is independent of the latitude, that for a charged particle is not so. The critical 
\'elocity increases with decreasing latitude.
T abuc I
Co-lntiliidc X] 
(in dc^rcfs)
H R - - ' -  . 
c
Vclority of escape 
(cm./sec.).
5 " '5 3-344 ^ 1-585 X T()ll 2 X lO®
«*’ '3 1 '672 X To* 7-087 X 10*0 to’
1 4 '’ •tS 1-672 X 2*242 X 10*0 ID®
27 1-672 X 10® 7-087 X 10® 10®
54 " '3 5 1-672 X Kyf 2-242 X 10® 10*0
90" 4'J<S X iq7 1-4 18  X iq O 2-5 X TO*®
In calculating the rate of escape of molecules, particularly of light gases like 
hydrogen or helium, no account has hitherto been taken of the possibility of ion­
ization of the atoms in the fringe region and their subsequent entanglement in the 
magnetic field. If this is taken into consideration, the rate of escape will be 
greatly diminished. The rate will also be different for different latitudes. To 
make an estimate of the actual rate of escape taking this process of ionization into 
account we rc(|uire a i)iecisc knowledge of the "  ionization probability ”  of the 
gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, the i>ossible sources of particles possess­
ing the requisite speed and their distribution at different levels. lyack of necessary 
data prevents us from attempting such quantitative calculation.
§5 R O T A  T I O N  O !■ ' T H I? K A R T  II—V I S C O U S  D R A G
An interesting point that is*to be considered is the possibility of different 
layers of the atmosphere at different heights moving with different angular veloci­
ties on account of insufficient viscous drag. Tlic expression for the coefficient of 
viscosity of a gas being » ;= ’( N/ucA, it would appear that the viscosity is inde­
pendent of pressure. The above expression will, of course, hold as long as the gas
obeys gas kinetic laws, i.e., as long as collisional frcQuency is appreciable. 
It may be noted here that in experimental investigation.s on the viscosity of 
a gas at low pressure, with laboratory apparatus, the coellicient of viscosity 
falls to a low value at low pressure. It may be shown, h o w e v e r ,th a t  this 
is due to the size of the vessel becoming comparable with the mean free 
path of the gas molecules. As long as the size of the apparatus is large 
compared with the mean free path (as is the case for the atmosphere covering 
the earth), the coellicient of viscosity should remain independent of pressure. 
The effective drag of one layer of the gas upon the other depends not on 
the coellicient of viscosity alone but on the so-called coefficient of kincmalical
viscosity ' ' ’ ‘ - which is defined as . It would then appear that the drag of
one layer upon another is actually greater in the high atmosphere than in the 
lower atmosphere. We give a curve (b'igure ?j showing the relation between 
the change of kinematical viscosity with height from luu km. level for the 
atniosi)herie distribution assumed above.
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F iguke 3
We are, therefore, justified in assuming that up to the limit of the outer atmos­
phere within which collisions arc appreciable the air molecules participate in thg
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rotation of the earth. A molecule leaving the lower region from the level of 
Escape and moving in the fringe region with the velocity acquired at the last 
collisicni, will, therefore, have a component of velocity in the direction of rotation 
of the earth. As a consequence of this the trajectory of such a molecule will 
ex*i)ericiice a curvature opposite to the directioq of rotation of the earth, ue,, the 
longitude at which the molecule will return to the atmosphere from the fringe 
region will be diflcrent from that at which it left the level of escape.
F R 1 N O 1C R IC G IO N  O F T M F A T M O S P II B R F.
We have already referred in §2 to the fringe or the spray region of the ! 
atmosphere wliere molecules imwe freely with the velocity acquired at the last 
collision in the lower region. Being subject only to the pull of gravity they \ 
describe i)aral)olic, elliptic or hy[)erbolic paths according to the magnitude and ' 
direction of their velocity. It is evident from what has been said in ^3 
the spray region I)egiiis from above the critical level. It is possible to calculate 
the average number of particles i>er c.c. between any two heights in the spray 
region from a knowledge of the density and the temperature round the level of 
escape. We jirocced to carry out the calculation on the assumiition that the 
level of escape begins from about .Sou km., and that the molecular density and 
temperature lierc are 3-0 x jo"7 c.c. and The almosidieric constituent,
here, is practically wholly atomic oxygen.
a'AliiJC II
Region (Z2-Zi) 
in km. above 
earth’s 
surface.
Velocity (km./sec ). Number crossiiig/cm.2 of 1000 km. level.
Average density 
(Molecules 
per C.C.).
'^2
1250-1000 1*87 I’.S 7 ‘8 X 10^2 10 '3 1*0 X iq5
1500-1250 2*6 1-87 /] X iq9 7 8 X10^ 3'0  X TO^
1750-1500 3 'J5 2'6 2 4 X It)8 4 X i ()9 8'o X io3
2(.KK>-1750 - 3 '.S9 3 ' i 5 1*38 X lo 7 2'4 X i()8 4'5
2250-2000 3'05 107 X i()6 F 3 8 x i (,7 2’3 X 10
2500-2250 4-27 3 '93 9’2 X iq4 1*07 X lo® 2'o
2750-2500 4 ’54 4*27 9 ’9 X ic)2 9‘2 X 10^ I 'o  X 10
3000-2750 ... ... ... ... ...
Assuming a Maxwellian distribution in the rej^ion of tlie level of escape and 
also taking the variation of ‘ g ’ with height into account Table II  is prepared, 
giving the average molecular density at different levels of the region. The 
source of particles in the fringe region is assumed to be the molecules between 
Suo-jooo km. level. The second column gives the range of velocity required to 
send the molecules flying within the region cancerned ; is the initial velocity 
refiuired to send the particle above the lower level of the zone and t . above the 
u])per level. The third column gives the number of particles per square cm. 
crossing the looo km. level, n-^  corresponding to those that reach the upper level 
and »i] to the lower. The last column gives the average molecular density at 
different altitudes of the spray or fringe region begiimiug from tloo km.
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p'roin Table II it will be seen that the molecular density in the sjaay region 
rapidly diminishes with iucrea.siiig height and at 2500 km. from the earth’s 
surface, the density falls to 1 molecule per c.c. which is the older of density in 
the inter-stellar space. According to Hullnut,'^ however, the spray region may 
extend to heights much beyond this, if it be assumed that a ceitain fraction of 
the molecules in the region of the level of escape aciiiiire high velocity due to 
super-clastic collisions. 'I'here are, according to Ilulbiirt, 1 0 ' ' 'molecules in a 
vertical column per sq. cm. in the fringe region (according to Ilulbiirt 
the fringe region begins from .150 km. but as we h.ive seen in this .should he 
fr om 770 km.). These 1 0 ' molecules .suffer 1 0 ' '  collisions per sec. A fraction 
(io "“ ) of these is of the super-elastic kind which impart velocities of the order 
of JO km./sec. to the neutral particles, (such particles rise to heights of 40,000- 
50,000 km. above the centre of the earth, in about 3 hours time. Hulburt 
utilizes these high-velocity particles for explaining the upper atino.sphere pheno­
mena like aurorae and magnetic storms. These he suggests are due to the high­
flying particles getting ionized by the solar ulti'a-violet rays and reaching the 
higher latitudes by being entangled by the earth’s magnetic held. We will 
in the following sections discuss in some detail the above-mentioned assumptions 
of Hulburt on which this attractive theory of magnetic storms and aurorae 
is based.
We will discuss the matter in two steps :—
I . Firstly, we will discuss the spectroscopic processes which in the region 
round the level of escape may lead to the production of high-velocity particles by 
super-elastic collisions and calculate the number of the high velocity xiarticles 
produced per second thereby, and
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2. Secondly, the motion of these ])articlcs, when ionized, in the magnetic 
field of the earth.
r  () S S T li L K S O U R C U S O F  S U P K R - K L A vS T I C C O Iv ly 1 S I O N S
In the super-clastic type of collision» the encounter takes place between a 
neutral and an excited particle. The excited particle might give U]) whole or 
part of its energy to the neutral particle and the latter may tlms acquire speed 
corresponding to the energy lost by the excited particle. In order to CvStimate 
the number and the speed of the high-velocity particles it is necessary first to 
study the nature of the excited particles. Now an ordinary excited atom or 
molecule has a spontaneous chance of coming down to a lower state of energy 
with emission of radiation. This chance is very high—in other words, the 
life of an atom in an excited .state is very small. In fact both theoretical 
considerations and ex])eriiiiental results show tliat the life of an ordinarily 
excited atom is of the order of io “ '* to io “ '^sec. It is thus obvious 
that ill order that the particle may lose its energy by collision instead of by 
spontaneous radiation, the average number of collisions per sec. must be of 
the same order as the inverse of the life of the excited atom. Now in the 
region of the atmosphere we are considering, the collisional frequency is much 
smaller than the inverse of the average life of ordinary excited atoms or 
molecules, that is, several orders less than or io '7 sec. The excited particles 
which may possibly sufl’er super-elastic collisions cannot, therefore, be of the 
ordinary excited types, but must be of the iiietastable type for which the life is 
very much longer. We will thus have to enquire about the possible metastable 
states to wliich the atoms and molecules present in the outer atmosphere may 
be excited and which by superelaslic collivSions could produce high-speed neutral 
particles. The particles in the upper atmosphere which it is necessary to consider 
are N^, N and O- It is now definitely established that molecular oxygen, as 
such, is not present in the high levels of the atmosphere owing to the dissocia­
tive action of the solar ultra-violet rays. Recent spectroscopic studies of the 
iiglit of the night sky seem to show that N ^  is also dissociated, producing 
atomic n i t r o g e n . ^ T h e  extent to which this dissociation is effected and 
the relative proportions of N«2 and N have not yet been quantitatively worked 
out. We will consider below, in some detail, the metastable states of the these 
three gases, •
A T O M I C  O X Y G E N
The prcvsence of luetastable oxygen atoms in the upper atmosphere in the 
and stales is well established by spectroscopic evidence. The famous
jt’reeii litie ^ 5 5 7 7  the two red auroral lines A6300 and A63b3 are due to the 
transitions VS’ D and ^D— The life of oxygen atom in these states
( '5  and has been found by wave-mechanical calculations by Condon’ ® to 
be ’5 and i '3  x lo® secs, respectively.
Tt may be interesting to discuss how oxygen atoms are brought to these 
metastable states. Chance of such transitions occurring by ditect absorption 
is extremely small. It is sometimes suggested that though direct absorption may 
be inoperative, the atom may be brought to the metastable state through a 
roundabout process. According to A. K . Das,'  ^ the atom may be lai.sed to a 
higher energy level by a direct absorption of radiation and then come down to 
a metastable state. A study of the energy-level diagram of oxygen atom shows, 
however, that there is no such higher energy level to which the atom m aybe 
raised from the ground-state and from which it may drop directly to a metastable 
state. It is possible, of course, to reach these metastable states by several steps, 
but obviously the number of atoms reaching the metastable states by this 
process will be extremely small. It seems that the most likely process by which 
the atom may be excited to metastable states are photo-dissociation and/or re­
combination of oxygen ions with electrons according to the following scheme :—
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(1) (ul 0 2  + / ii-„^ =  iO'-'P + O '])
^0 =  i 75<»^
(b) O2 -f- /zv„^==^()®/' 1 U ’ .S 
^0 =  1325^
(2) (D -t- or O 'P  or ( ) ' 5
( 11)
(12)
(13)
'riiere is experimental evidence ’ ® that the first of the two absori)tiou processes 
actually occurs. The second absorption process, though quite likely, has not yet 
been observed exi)erimcutally.
With regard to the recombination process it would appear that owing to 
the presence of ions in the outer legion it is to be the most likely process of 
producing metastable oxygen atoms.
M O L E C U l v A R  N I T R O G E N
The existence of nitrogen molecules in the metastable state A i s  evinced 
by the Vegard-Kaplan band systems observed in the light of the night sky. 
The transitions corresponding to these bands are given by A*iip >-X’ S( and 
are ordinarily forbidden.
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The process liy whicli N 2 molecules attain the state is as follows: By
direct absor])tioii of solar ultra-violet radiation N2 molecules are raised to higher 
energydevels (for instance —>b, X ^ 2 —^b, X ^ S —
X' i i — X ^ 2 —>h) and are finally ionized ( X 'i i—>A ')-
Ny ions comVrine with electrons to form T3, C ‘^ ?Ty, B;r^. These by spon­
taneous transition and emission of I I '  and bands drop to A'^SJ;
level. Being highly inetastable it can give up its energy by collision or by spon­
taneous radiation in a region where the interval between collisions is much 
larger than the average life.
Active nitrogen which is sometimes suggested as the source of metastable 
oxygen atoms may also produce high-speed particles I>y super-elastic collisions.; 
Our knowledge of active nitrogen both as regards its nature and origin and 
also its possildc presence in Ihc upjier atmosphere is extremely meagre. It is, 1 
therefore not iiossible to consider in detail the possible etTccl of active nitrogen 
on the production of high-speed particles.
A 'J' n M 1C' N I r  R () c; Tv N
Tlie following photo-dissoeialioii processes may convei I nitiugen molecules 
to nitrogen atoms :—
A — 1273 A
N 2 ( 1 2  „) + /n-„ K===^ N ■'S  + N i '= 112^  A.
No such continuous absorption corrcspoudiiig to these procCvSses has yet been 
observed in the laboratory for N2. Only very recently siiectroscopic evidence 
regarding the presence of atomic nitrogen in the metastable slate has been 
adduced by the discovery of lines corresponding to the transitions and
—>-'*5; ill the night sky spectrum. The third forbidden line of atomic nitrogen 
lines in is the infra-red and has not yet been iiivestigaled.
Nitrogen atoms in metavStablc stales might be obtained by the above photo­
dissociation processes or by the predissociation of nitrogen molecules in highly 
excited vibrational states, as has been suggested by vSaha.^^
In Table III are given the velocities and heights which may be attained by 
Oxygen atoms and nitrogen molecules respectively if they suffer super-elastic 
collisions with 0 , N, and N^ molecules in various metastable states.
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T able III
Source.
N
N. I ActiveN^-
. \  -^ 1/
>Xl2„
Ucergy 
(in electron- 
volts).
4'^
1-19
h-i5
f)'7T
Velocity (in km./.^e(‘ .) 
imparted to
TTeight (in km.) attained 
(above earth's centre).
O
/I’Sq
/■u9
y ?7  
 ^ .Sa
v^ -C^S
10-79
3 7
r8s
f'M
'1
6- |f^
8-1,3
O
9.300 
r.'j,tK)D 
8,.son
JO,OOl > 
l , i , f ) f ) 0  
1^ 3,000 
9 7 , O 0 f >
Na
8,500 
10,000 
rS,tn)0 
8,700 
9 ..S0O 
7 .T,oO() 
J9,(jOj
Of the various mctastable states shown in Table ITI llie liighcst energies for 
siiiier-elastie collision arc given by tlie nietastable A '^^‘ state of and also by 
the active nitrogen. But since is couhned more or less below the region of 
escape owing to diffusive separation, particles suffering sniicr-elastic collisions 
with such Na molecules will not be able to attain great heights. The metaslable 
states of atomic oxygen seem, therefore, to be the must probable sources of the high­
speed particles of Hulbiirt. Atomic nitrogen if it exists can lie expected to reach 
the highest levels on account of its being lighter than atomic oxygen and will un­
doubtedly lie above the level of escape. But it will be seen from Table III that the 
energy of its metastable states is on the whole smaller than the energy of
atomic oxygen. In order, therefore, to estimate the number of particles shot up by 
super-elastic collisions, it will suffice to calculate the number of oxygen atoms in 
the state. This we proceed to do below.
C A L C  U L A T I O N () F T IT F N U M h F R O F  M K A vS T A h E
o X Y o  f: n  a t  o m  vS
Since the most likely process by which oxygen atoms may be excited to the 
bS state is that of recombination of negative oxygen ions with electrons as shown 
in equation (13), we will have to calculate, in the first instance, the number of 
0-ions produced per sec. in a column of t sq. cm. cross-section al>ovc 770 km:, 
i.c., above the level of escape.
IMie number of ions produced per second in a colutnn of i sq. cm. cross- 
section above 77.0 km. level may be calculated, making the simplifying assump­
tion that the ionizing radiation is very little diminished in intensity by the .sliglit
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absorption it suffers in its passage through the spray region. (This is consistent 
with the picture of the spray region given before, namely, that above the critical 
level there is very little screening of one atom by another.) Thus the number of 
ions produced per second, in the column, is given by
1“  N I l(v)(j^(v)dv ... (14)
vvlicru N =  total immher of atoms in the column ;
I(v)(, =  intensity of the ionising radiation outside the earth's atmosphere ;
ionization probability ~ w h e r e  r(v) =  absorption per atom.
Iiv
Assuming the sun to be radiating like a black body at a temperature T , ,  '
l(v)o =
Snfih' '
hv
//r7
where 4n-/i is the solid angle subtended by the sun at the earth. Thus
hv
./ =  N. f  I  v‘-^ c r(v)dv
which comes to
j
Vo 
c^h
where corresponds to the llireshold frequency i'q.
Taking the value for as given by Saha and Rai (a’Si x io~' ’’ ) we get 
the number of oxygen ions formed per second in the column to be given by
q — 5 ’667 X 10* .^
If Chapman's value for x io “ * ®) is taken, then
q =  5'043 ^ 10” .
Thus we find that about 5'y x jo ” to 5 x lo*' atoms out of the total 10 ’  ^ atoms 
are ionized per second.
Next we will find how many of these ionized atoms recombine ))er second to 
form neutral atoms in the exdted *5 state. This number is given by
q =  q + q.a ... {15)
where q+= number of positive ions ;
(]_= number of electrons ;
a~~ recombination coefficient for capture in the excited '5 state.
In the iibsence of any experimental value for the coefficient of recombination. 
(», we have to fall back upon theoretical value. U'hc recombination coefficient 
is given by
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« =  q{n, /)
* m ... (i6)
where c.V =  the energy of the recombining electron and q[ri,l) is cross-the 
section for electron capture in the particular orbit and is given by
- 2 0  -72
... (17)q{n, /) =  A(«. ^ V
/  is I lie cfTcclive atomic number and A(w,, /) a factor depending on the orbit in 
\N'liieh the electron is captured-
We take the value of A{ n,  /) for the bS state from the theoretical curves given 
by Morse and Stueckelberg.*^-^ Thus for a tenii)eralure of tooo" K , V =  c.v, 
and we have, taking —3,
q(n, I) =  - .3^
13
and consequenlly
or
a — 4 ‘969 X TO ^
'Phus the number of ions recoinbining per sec. in the bS state is given by
q  ~  [5 ’?  ^ 10^ I  ^ X ^ -969 X to" ’ 
t‘6 X lo"’ , taking q = s'7 ^
-- 155'04 X 10^ J X '6g6 X To”  ^■’
"  i '3  X 10' ,^ taking q =  s'o4 x lo'b
A V K R A r, V, M O T, K C U L A R 1) F, N S I T Y T N T H F  
F R I N G K R F O I O N
We next consider how many of these lo"' to lo^ atoms suffer super-clastic 
collisions per sec. The mean free-path of an atom round the 800 km. level 
oi so is on the average about i5() km. The thermal velocity corrCwSi)onding 
to tooo°K is about 2 km./sec. So that in the region between 770 km. and 930 km. 
an atom suffers one encounter in about 75 secs. The life of the atom in the bS 
state being ‘5 sec., one atom only out of 150 suffers an encounter pet sec. 
On an average, therefore, lo'^  to 10'"' atoms per sec. receive high velocity due to 
super-elastic collisons. Roughly we can take that about 10  ^ atoms are shot up 
per sec. per sq. cm. in the spray region. Considering now the oxygen atoms 
in state we find that only 10'^  to io ‘^ atoms out of the 10 ’ to 10 atoms in the 
Vs state suffer super-clastic collisions per sec. in the column above 770 km. 
level. Thus most of the atoms in the ^5 state come down to the ’ D state by
a
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emitting the green line. The life in the state teing much longer (lo® secs.) 
these atoms come down to the ground state by super-elastic collisions. Thus 
it may be taken that roughly lo* atoms with 4*89 km./sec. velocity 
and lo  ^ atoms with 7'09 km./sec. velocity are shot out per sec. through each 
sq. cjii. area of 1000 km. level. We have to sec, therefore, how the density 
distribution in the spray region is modified by these high-flying atoms reaching 
850(j and i/|ooo kin. respectively. Table IV  is prepared after the method followed 
in preparing Table II  and depicts how the super-elastic collisions affect the 
merging of the atmosphere with the intcr-steller space. This occurs at a distance 
.somewhat greater from the centre of llie earth than when the effects of 
super-elastic collisions are not considered.
T aki.E IV
iz,-
Region
-Z|) in kins above 
earth’s surface.
i75‘>i50o
2000-1750
2250-2000
2500-2250
3000-2500
4000-3000
Number crossing 
per cm.2 of datum level 
at Z ™ 1000 km.
Average density 
(Molecules per c.c.)
4 TO^
2*4 X 10*^
1-  48 X iq7
2 -  0 7  X To'^ 
7 X 3 0 ®
10^
8-0 X 10  ^
4 ‘5 X
-5
5
3
10".-1
P A R T  I I .  t h p : u l t r a - v i o l e t  t h e o r y  o k  
A U R O R A E  A N D  M A (i N E  T 1 C S T  O R  M vS
§1. IN  T R O 1.) U CT I O N
111 Part I we have calculated the number of atoms which are shot up 
across the level of escape and which ultimately contribute to the formation of the 
spray region. We have not considered the effect of ionization of these particles 
which would undoubtedly occur by the absorption of the ultra-violet radiation 
of the sun. As mentioned in the introduction the ionized particles will in 
general i)rocecd polewards and might contribute to the production of aurorae and 
magnetic storms." We now proceed to consider these phenomena in some detail.
We have seen that k /  oi^ygen atoms with velocity of 5'o km./sec. and 
atoms with velocity of 7*0 km./sec will be shot across every sq. cm. surface 
from the region of escape into the outer atmosphere. In the absence of any 
other physical process, these high-speed atoms will attain heights of 8500 km. 
and 14000 km. respectively from the centre of the earth. The super-elastic 
collisions will thus extend the spray region to about 14000 km.
We will now consider the effect of ionizing solar radiation. Such 
ionization by the incident solar ultra-violet radiation will profoundly modify 
the motion and distribution o f ' the high-flying particles. The magnetic field of 
the earth will cause the ionized particles to spiral round the magnetic lines of 
force and lead them towards the polar regions of the earth. We discuss first 
in some detail the path of a charged particle when it is subject simultaneously to 
the influence of the terrestrial magnetic field and also to the pull of gravity.
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§2. M O T I O N  O F  I O N vS IN C; R A V 1 T A T 1 O N A ly~
M A G N K T I C F‘ 1 K h D
Let US consider the siinjdc case of an ion moving in a constanl magnetic field 
H with velocity If the velocity Vo be in a direction making an angle 0 with
the magnetic line of forcc  ^ it will have components Vu cos 0 and sin 0 along 
and at right angles to the magnetic line of force. The component along the 
magnetic line of force will remain unaffected by the magnetic held but the 
comj)oncnt at right angles to the field will make the ion si>iral round the 
magnetic line of force. Let the component at right angles to the magnetic field 
be denoted by v ; then the equation of motion of the ion is
dv c [ r x H ]  
dt c
( i 8 )
The motion described by (i8) is the motion with constant velocity v in a 
circle of radius R  given by
— »?C'
He
I'lie angular velocity in the circular path is
me
(u j)
(20)
Thus component sin 0 {=v)  of the ion makes it move in a helical ])ath of 
^  while the component iv, cos 6 simply leads the ion along 
the magnetic line of force-
radius R  ^
V He
Let us now consider the additional effect due to the presence of the 
gravitational field on the ion p a t h s . T h e  force equation in this case 
becomes
=  F  + 
di
e [ y y l l ] (21)
where P = mg is the fo rce due to p u ll of g ra v ity .
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u ,=
To transform cqn. (21) in tlic form of eqn. (18) we suppose a velocity 
_  c[F X l y  _
cH* c. to be imparted to the ion. I'lie velocity of the ion iseri
now given by V=('r~M „) and eqn. (21) may be written
dV ^ c [V  x H jm
dt
and consequently
R =  ["f  . V
11c
me
Hi! {v~-2UuV + U„
Thus the effect of tlie force F  =  is firstly to change the radius of the circular
path K from . r> to (u" -  + «,/’)
He Hr
and secondly to make the 
helical path advance in a direction at ri^ht angles both to ^ and to H with a
velocity
He
It is easy to see, therefore, that the atoms as soon as they are ionized in 
the spray region will, owing to the component of velocity at right angles to 
the magnetic field, begin to trace cycloidal paths, i.c-, they will spiral round 
the magnetic lines of force and have at the same time a drift towards the east 
for positive ions and towards the west fur electrons and negative ions. The 
ions and electrons will be led at the same time by the component of velocity 
along the line of force towards the north pole or south pole according to the 
direction of motion at the time of ionization.
§3. K h F I D C T  O F  V A R I A T I O N  O F  g A N D  IT ON I O N  P A T H S
In calculating the helical paths of ions and electrons in the fringe region, 
we have not taken into account the variation of g and H with altitude. These 
variations will affect three things ; (a) the radius of curvature of the cycloidal
path of the iou, R — me
He
. V 1, (b) the augular velocity of rotation in the
cycloidal path w ( =  — j and (c) the gravitational-magnetic drift velocity
“ ■ ( = ' •  g f )
me
{a) As the iou descends downwards H increases continually inversely as 
the cube of the distance of the point under consideration from the centre of the 
earth. The radius of curvature of the iou path thus decreases continually 
downwards.
(b) As H increases downwards, the angular velocity of rotation will increase 
in the same rate as that of (a).
(c) Since g- varies inversely as the S(iuare and H inversely as the cube of 
distance from the centre of the earth and since these are in the numerator and 
denominator respectively in the expression for the drift velocity, the drift velocity 
will decrease owing to the relatively greater increase of H.
Simply stated the above results mean that as the ion comes downwards, the 
pitch of the helical path becomes smaller and smaller, the rotation in the orbit 
I)ecomes faster and faster and the helical path tends more and more to be coiilincd 
to one particular line of force. We give below a Table showing the variation 
ol R, (a, u„ for a typical case. [V  =  i km./sec., ?n — i6 x i 062 x lo"®^ gm.]
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T abi.e V
H e ig h t  above* 
l a r lh  s u rfa ce  
Z  (in  k i l l . ) .
Li f c i l l . / s c c , 2 ). 1 1  (G a u s s)
!
11
I R  (c m .). Of ( im lia n /s c c . l j
1,0L)0 7 3 2 - 6 * 3 7 4-.18 X 10'^
1
2-23 X To'^ i .V28
^,000 568 ■ 253 h-56 X io 2 1*52 X i q 2 3 7 3
3iOOO 4 .S2 ■ 174 9-52 X ]o2 1 0 5  X 10^ •1'3i
4,000 370 •128 1 '3  X io 3 7 * 7  X lo l I / i-8 i
5,000 308 ■ 095 1 7 4  X 5 7 4  X 1 0 * j 5 '3 ^
10,000 14 8 -6 ■ 0286 5*8 X i f )3 1*72 X JO*
50,000 .S7 * 3 ■ 0054 3*1 X i q I 3 * 2 3 I 17 7 4
40,000 i8 -6 *0007 2*29 X •43 j  39-06
Figures 4, 5 and 6 are drawm showing the variation of R. oj and u„ with 
height as the ion comes downwards.
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§4. R O T A T I O N  O F  T H E  E A R T H  M A G N E T - T I M E  O F  
A R R I V A L  O !<' T H E  I O N S  I N  H I G H  E A T I T U I) E vS
In the above discussion, the tacit assumption lias been made that the earth
is not rotating. If, however, the earth’s rotation is taken into account, then the
motion of the lines of force causes certain complications in the motion of the 
ion, which we will now consider. It is obvious in the first place that uncharged 
particles will not participate in the peripheral motion of the earth’s atmosphere 
because by our assumption the particles in the “ .spray”  are moving in the 
region of no collision and their motion is determined only by the initial velocities 
acquired by them during the last super-elastic collision. This is not so for 
charged particles, that is, for ions and electrons. Such particles in their cycloidal 
motion round the magnetic lines of force will be subject to the electric force 
which is developed due to the motion of the magnetic lines of force of the 
rotating earth magnet. In order to determine how the motion will be affected, 
\^ e start with the well-known Torentz equation
(22)
where E is the electric field generated by the motion of the magnetic field H with 
velocity v.
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Since the earth may be regarded as a magnet rotating round its axis 
(neglecting the inclination of the geographical to the magnetic axis) at any 
point above the surface of the earth, there will be developed an electric field of 
intensity given by the above equation. It may be shown, after S w a n n t h a t
the rotation of the earth-magnet attributes an electric polarisation P =  L0   ^  ^1 ]
c
to it. For points outside the earth's surface, this gives rise to an electric field 
having components
Mil
/jTrar
a_ (i — 3 cos~0)
F/j “ ------  ^ sm ^cos 0
^ncir
(23)
wliere 0 is the angle made by r with the axis of the earth, and obviously the 
magnetic field has comi)onents
I L
2M
4nr'
- . cos
TT • /]H/j =  7,. Sin 0
" /\nr
(24)
The motion of the ion in this crossed elcctro-magnctic field will, therefore, 
impart a drift velocity to the ion given by
r f U x H l  
■” i r
(25)
I '!■ COS“ ^
I < 3C os"^
Eqn. (25) shows that when r > > a ,  v' ‘-o and for r=rt, and fl =  go®, r ' —fla, 
i,e., rotational velocity of the earth. In other words, an ion at a distance of several 
earth-radii from the earth will move spiralling round the magnetic line of force 
of a nearly stationary earth, but as it descends, it will gradually experience a 
drag as if it is beginning to participate in the earth’s rotation. This drift 
velocity will have an imiiorlant clTect on the final position of the arrival of the 
ion near the surface of the earth. If the ion participated in the full velocity 
of the rotation of the earth, then the ion could have glided down a parti­
cular line of force and would have arrived at the meridian on which the 
line of force in question strikes the earth. If, however, we assume that the
ion is not participating in the rotation of the earth, then the particle would
/ \ ®
^60 X tarrive at a meridian —
24 X 60 X 60
west of the meridian at which the line
of force strikes a non-rotating earth. If. however, the ion iiarticiimtes only 
partly in the peiipheral velocity of the earth, then it will arrive at a meridian 
which is intermediate between the above two. It is easy to calculate the 
amount of the shift, z.c., to calculate at v l^lat local hour an ion would arrive 
at the surface of the earth if v^e know the hour at wliich it was ionized 
and also its speed at the moment of ionization
The eastward velocity experienced by an ion at a distance i from the earth’s 
centre due to the rotation of the earth magnet is
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(ill)"'*
SO tliat the angular velocity at the point under consideration is
T ‘^ Cos“ ^^il.
Obviously this angular velocity varies al each point of the downward 
course of the ion as r changes, so that tlic total angle turned 
through is
<2 i+ c o s * (9  _  r*'
T H- 3COS‘'^ l^ :^  ^  J
-»-cos“  ^ ds 
+ 3cos^^ V (26)
where is the time of descent along the magnetic line of force, and
is the velocity along the magnetic line of forces. Knowing the equation of a 
magnetic line of force
Cl
rsin^O,,
the above integration can be performed graphically.
the total angle turned through, being known, it is easy to calculate at 
what local hour the ion will return to the earth’s atmosjihere. This is 
given by
, 2 4  X 60 X 60 - o^  X fp'’ secs.
360^
It is found by calculation that an atom ionized at 12 o ’clock at 40,000 km. 
at equator and descending along the magnetic line of force with t km./sec. 
velocity will return to the atmosphere at about 12-54 local hour, i.e., about 54 
uiinutes behind. If the atom 1 )c ionized al 14,000 km. it will reach the top of the 
atmosphere at about 12-30 p .m .
9
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We may now discuss the nature of the average path followed by an ion as 
it proceeds from tlie etiuator to higher latitudes due to the combined elTect of the 
following velocities :
(i) Velocity alt)ng the magnetic line of force of magnitude v.
(a) CSravitational-magnetic drift velocity w.,, at right angles to g and H of
magnitude . c (opposite direction for electrons).
He
(3) Velocity v' due to rotation elTect of the earth-magnet of magnitude
<i. ill the direction of rotation
r T+3COS'^0
where r=di.stance from the centre of the earth;
angle made by r with the axis of the earth;
acceleration due to gravity at the point under consideration;
F iguke 7
a = radius of the eartli ;
magnetic field of the eartli at the point under consideration;
12 —angular velocity of the rotation of the earth.
(The component velocities are shown in Figure 7.)
The velocity v has coniponents v. sin 0 and-T. cos 0 along :v and z axes 
respectively. Thus the velocity components for an ion are
di=^ v sin 0
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y = c —^'‘ ____ -  a- i + C()s‘'^ f>
cli„a  i  + cos^O I i+3cos'^<?
i =  —'D COS 0
(27)
r“
II — 11 o (i
01 the velocity of the ion at the i)oint under consideration is
I
V =  “
'".so r l -^cos'^ l'  ^ (
) rJI(,u * I COS-0 i i+^^cos‘^ t^
8^)
In the above ex])ression, v is constant for all altitudes and of the other two terms
t y f " .  ^ and 12  ^ ^  ^ the former represents the effect of theclloa i  + cos^ 6> r 1 + 3-^ 008^
gravitational-magnetic drift velocity and the latter that of rotation of the 
earth-magnet. When r is very much larger than a, the second term becomes 
very small, in other words, the rotation of the magnetic field is negligible. If r 
is comparable with a, the second term becomes much greater than the first and 
the effect of rotation of the magnetic field begins to be appreciable. Thus at 
very high altitudes the ions will proceed along a magnetic line of force due 
as it were to a non-rotating earth, as the ions come to lower levels it begins to 
participate in the lateral motion of the lines of force and arc carried with them 
in the direction of rotation of the earth.
Now the range of heights under consideration does not exceed 7 or 8 limes 
the radius of the earth. It is easily seen that within this height the second term 
is always much greater than the first. In fact as we come dowmwards from
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higher levels, the second term rapidly increases in value while the first term 
hecomes small in comparison with the second. This means that the ions have 
ahvays a tendency to participate in the transverse motion of the eartlj. This 
tendency increases :is the ions come down and at heights of a few hundred 
kilometres from the earth the electrons and ions move with the earth as if they 
form a part of the outer atmosphere.
§5 'l‘ H E  II L T R A - V I O h K T h I G II T T II R (J R Y O F  A U R O R A E  
A N D  M A G N li T 1 C D I S T U R U A N C E S
In the piecediug sections we have studied the state of affairs at the farthest 
limits of the atmosiiherc on the basis of our most recent knowledge of the 
constituents and temperature of the upper atmosphere. We have found that 
the binge region or region of free flight of the atmospheric particles begins 
from a height of about Soo km. from the earth’s surface. Obviously the 
lightest constituent of the ga.ses of the upper atmosphere will predominate in 
numbei in the binge legion. Hydrogen and helium being absent, as is now 
believed, the fringe will contain o.Kygeii in the atomic state. 'J'hc (|uestion of 
dissociation ol nitiogen in the ujiiier atiiKJSpherc is not yet definitely .settled. 
We will now see how the present study enables one to test (|uantitatively the 
current ultra-violet light tlieoiy of aurorae and magnetic storms. '
Pirslly, .we have seen that Die highesl, energy available by a super-elastic 
collision IS only 4 ’2 electron volts wliicli can inuiart a velocity of about 7 
km. .Sec. to an oxygen atom. 'I'his velocity enables a iiarticle to attain a 
height of about 14,000 km. above the earth’s centie. We do not, therefore, 
hiid particles speedy enough to reach a height of 40,000 km. or so. as is demand­
ed by the ultraviolet light theory to account for the inaximum frequency of 
occurrence of aurorae at 67° latitude.
A remarkable feature of the auroral spectrum is that the intensity of the 
green line of o.xygeii and the negative bands of nitrogen are of the same 
order whereas in the spectrum of the night sky the nitrogen bands are very 
feeble. Ih e  ultra-violet light theory attempts to give an explanation of this 
on the supposition that neutial nitrogen molecules from the equatorial region are 
tiansported to high levels in the fringe region and by being ionized are thence 
guided to the polar regions; unfortunately, however, nitrogen, if it exists 
in the iiioleculai state, will lie confined far below the level of escape and will
have, tliciefore, little chance of being transported from the equatorial to the 
polar region.
The number of high-speed particles thus crossing each sq. cm. area of 
the top of the atmosphere at the equatorial region and again entering the 
atmosphcic at the polai region, as calculated in the present paper, is only 10^
at the maximum; this is less by about three orders than the number assumed 
in the ultra-violet light theory of Hulburt/^
Comiug now to the question of ionization of high-flying particles in the 
fringe region, here too we find some dilficiilty. The time for such a high­
flying atom to get ionized by the ultra-violet rays of the sun is given by
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K (29)
1 . ( 1 —
where K =  Energy required to ionize the atom ;
Intensity of ionizing solai' ultra-violet radiation ;
7-0 =  Atomic absorption co-efficient.
We have as yet no experimental value of for the process 0 ’‘E — 
but taking the theoretical value of Saha and Rai, r„ 2*81 x i o ‘ ", we find it to be 
much less than the average value ( 3x 1 0  ‘ assumed by Ilulburt and Maris, 
'fhe intensity of ultra-violet solar radiation within the limits A —9] 2A' to A =  o, 
assuming the sun to be a black body radiator even in the ultra-violet portion 
IS about 6^6x10 e r g - s e c . - c m. I t  can easily be calculated that the time
required for an oxygen atom to be ionized is about 3 x hours, 'fliis is about a 
thousand times greater than the time of ionization as calculated by Hulburt. In 
fitlier words, this would lead us to the conclusion that the oxygen atoms in 
their path in the fringe region have very little chance of being ionized. We may 
mention here, however, that all sucli calculations cannot be regarded as final 
since the extreme ultra-violet portion of the solar spectrum dei)arts widely from 
that of a black-body radiator at 6800' K  and is most probably of the nature of 
line emission.
McNish in a recent paper has pointed out that on three occasions bright 
solai eruptions w^ ere not accompanied by magnetic storms and regaids this as 
irreconcilable wdtli the ultra-violet light theory. This argument against ultra­
violet light theory requires, how^ever, careful re-examination since the bright solar 
erui)tioiis due to the intensification of a particular line does not nece.ssarily mean 
enhanceiiient of the ionizing radiation required to ionize the [)articles in the fringe 
region.
§6. vS U M M A R Y A N D  C O N C ly IT S I O N
The discussion and the analysis given in the previous sections show that the 
atmosphere may extend uj) to great heights if its fringe or the spray region is 
taken into account. The spray region begins from a level at which the molecules 
begin to experience negligible collision with one another. If, as is now usually 
believed, the higher regions of the atmosphere consist of atomic oxygen and is at 
a high temperature (1000'‘K), then it is found that the transition from the region
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of collision to rc^ .^ ioii of no collisions will occur between hei.i l^its 770 and 
930 km. The ox)^ ;^ e^ii atoms CvSca])in^  from this vv^ion and describing orbits— 
elliptic, li59)erbolic i>v parabolic—rtmiid the earth will, in the absence of any dis­
turbing effei't, form tlie spray region of the eailh’s atmosphere. (The atoms with 
hyperbolic orbits will, of course, escaj)e altogether from the earth’s atmosphere.) 
rile average den.sity of abjiiis in the spray region will rapidly diminivSh with 
increasing lieight and its value Avill approach that of the interstellar space, 
viz.f about one paitiele [»ei e.c. at a height of 3000 km. from the surface of 
the earth.
Tf account is taken of super-elastic collisions which stmie of the atoms might 
suffer in the region of escape (77o-o3okm.) due to atoms or molecules in this region 
being excited to nietastalde states by tlie incident solar radiation, then tlie spray 
region is found to extend t(^  the height of 7,1,000 km
These results are at variance with the sui)posilion which Ilulburt makes for 
explaining aurena and magnetic storms. Accoidiug to Ilulburt sui>er-clastic 
c'ollisioiis might drive particles to liciglits of al)out /i::,oo(‘ km. A critical exami- 
iialion of the possible modes of sui)ei-elastic collisions, in the liglit of the availalde 
spectroscopic knowledge, does not warrant the existence of jiurticles speedy 
uiiongh to reacli such enormous lieights-
We have seen that, in tliehiglily rarehed atmosi)here \ve aie considering, only 
those atoms which can remain in tlie excited slates loi asiilliciently lung time (/.c., 
atoms and molecult^s in the metastable states) can liave a cliance of imparting higli 
velocities l'> other ])articles, Tlie nietastalde states wliicli can ellccl this arc the 
for oxygen atom and the A state of the nitrogen molecules. The energies 
of these states are, however, ,\.2 ev and 6.75 ev and the velocity im])artcd liy 
them to an oxygen atom arc 7*7 km./see. and S'o km./sec. rcs[>ectively. 
Hiilbnrt's particles reaching .ie,o(H)kin. height must receive sufficient energy 
to attain velocity of the order of 10 km./sec. (Note-^ At great altitnde.s a small 
excess of velocity takes the particle a long way up since g is very small 
at high levels.) Unr present speetioscoiiic knowledge of the upper Litmospherc 
does not indicate any sonree of metastable atoms with such high energy.
If the ionization of the iiarticles throw n up by su])er-elastic collisions is taken 
into account, it is found that tlie ions will be entangled in the magnetic field of 
the earth and the combined action of the gravity and tlie magnetic field will lead 
them along magnetic lines of force from the equatorial to higher latitudes. Here 
again the average time (3 x liours) taken for ionization of the particles 
calculated from the theoretical value of the absor])tion coLfficieiit of atomic oxygen 
(r^ j =  2'8i X 10“ "^ foi the ionizing wavelength) is found to differ widely from that 
assumed by Ilulburt.^ Ilulburt’s particles are assumed to take about 3 hours for 
ionization while the ealculation referred to above yields results wdiicli are about 
three orders higher than Hulburt’s value- lii order that Hulburt’s hypothesis of
the iKoduction of aurorae and niajinetic storms by tlie import of ions transferred 
from low to high latitudes be apt)licable, it is neeessary to have atoms or molecules 
with absorption coefficients at least three orders highei- than that of atomic oxygen 
and/or to have the ioni^ang radiation ia the portion tpf the solar spectrum under 
eonsideration greater by the same amount than that calculated fiom black-body 
solar radiation.
In connection with the tnotion of the ions in the rotating magnetic field of 
the earth an interesting point arises. How will the lateral motion of the 
magnetic field of the rotating earth-magnet affect the motion of the ion ?
It is .seen that this motion of the magnetic field will produce an electric fiehl
according to the Ivoreiitz equation J i = a n d  that the field will have the
eflect of dragging the ions along with it round the earth ; in other words, 
ihe ions in the spray region, unlike neutral particle,s, will partially
participate in the rotation of the earth. The rotation efiect at a height
"1
7 will be " ' I l-eos^ f^  the rotational velocity of the lines of force at that
i'** 1+-,tens''-d
height. As the surface of the earth is approaclKd, the dragging elTect will increase 
and the rotational velocity of the ion will ahso ajipioach the rotational velocity 
of the earth.
An important consequence of the entanglement of the ions with the 
magnetic lines of force will be the reduction of the rate of esi'aiie of molecules 
from the outer atmosphere of the eaith. A neutral particle in the eiiuatori.al 
region having a velocity n km./sec. at a height 7000 km. from the earth’s Centre 
will escape from tlic attraction of the earth, '['he same iiarticle, if ionized, will 
leqnire :i velocity of 2 5 x Jo'' km./sec. in order to escape liy disentangling itself 
from the earth’s magnetic field.
A rough quantitative estimate of the various factors regarding the formation 
and ionization of the particles in the sfuay region shows that the assumptions 
underlying the ultra-violet theory of aurora and magnetic .storms as iiostulated by 
llulburt^ do not show very satisfactory quantitative agreement with the available 
data of the high atmo.sjjhere. ()ne may, howevci, expet I that with the iueiease 
of our spectroscopic knovtdedge regarding the constituents of the high atmospheie 
new facts may emerge which would show the way out of the difficulty and \vf)uld 
explain the discrepancies discussed in the itaper.
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